Curriculum Information

Subject: Visual Arts
Studying Art and design will equip students with the knowledge and skills to developing
creative thinking and making skills. Students will learn about the history of art throughout
their courses to engage and inspire them to understand, express and challenge the world
around them. We believe that every person can get better at Art. With the right type of
practice and focus, every single student can improve their art skills.

Key Stage Three
KS3 Art teaching will build students’ knowledge of art techniques including drawing, designing and
making. Art history and contextual studies underpin our enquiry question, in supporting students to
reflect on and respond to the world around them in creative ways. Students explore themes such as
‘Identity’ and Psychogeography in response to the local community to create a range of two- and
three dimensional works.

Key Stage Four
GCSE Art and Design is a practical course, full of challenging activities to develop students’ art skills.
Being creative with a range of materials and techniques including drawing, printing, ceramics,
painting, sculpture, photography, the digital arts and collage. Using a deliberate practise approach
students develop high levels of technical skill for in-depth visual expression. An introduction to art
history is taught and students develop skills for artists’ analysis.

Key Stage Five
KS5 Students are offered the Fine art and art history pathways. A Level Art courses are broad and
expressive, designed to develop and nurture students critical thinking, creative and analytical skills,
through a range of art making experiences. Students are expected to work independently to steer
their thematic ideas and personal approach to materials. Students showcase their work at the Young
London Artists Award exhibition in January, presenting their ideas to visiting professional judges.
Students move into the creative sector through FE courses at both degree and foundation level.
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Curriculum Breakdown: Key Stage Three, Four and Five
Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Autumn 1
Frida Kahlo Project
Pencil drawing skills.
Deliberate practice
approach.

Autumn 2
Frida Kahlo
Portraiture and
Identity.
Photography.
Proportion,
Tone and
Form.

Spring 1
Masks and cultural
identity.
Chinese New Year
and Ai Wei Wei
Zodiac heads.
Research and
design.
Exploring
construction.
Women of the
world project,
exploring identity,
patriarchal society
and Feminism.
Developing collage
skills in response to
Tracey Emin.

Spring 2
Mask construction,
form and surface
decoration.

Summer 1
Habitats project
exploring spacial
depth in landscape.
Introduction to
perspective. Using
main shapes to
guide proportion.

Summer 2
Habitats collage
inspired by Eric
Carle. Using painted
papers to create a
landscape image.

Psychogeography
project,
understanding our
local history and
linking that to our
personal story.
Perspective drawing
to create depth and
structure.
Introduction to art
history, symbolism in
art. Structure of the
head and face
through drawing,
proportion and tone.
Urban landscape and
gentrification.
Developing skills
with ICT, in print and
collage.

Composing and
arranging an
illustration drawing
inspired by the
artist Badaude. Pen
drawing

Identity through
portraiture,
Photography and
painting.

Figure and form
project. Proportion
and movement of
the figure. Exploring
structure and 3D.

Inspired by the
artist Niki de saint
Phalle students
create clay figures.

Understanding
Benin within the
history of art. Benin
inspired clay head
modelling.

Acrylic painting
colour mixing,
application and
form.

Understanding
Vanitas and
symbolism in early
still life painting.

Vanitas painting
from still life.

Exploring Urban
landscape through
drawing and
painting.

Composition and
design. Using
sources to develop
themes and create
meaning. Extending
skills.

Art history and
linking ideas to
personalised
themes.

Photoshoot
incorporating own
Benin head
sculpture in still life
inspired by Lorenzo
Vitturi.
Mock exam
preparation.
Developing ideas,
sources, materials
and techniques.

Mock exam,
personalised final
outcome for Unit 1.
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Year 11

Extending and
refining Unit 1
coursework through
individual projects.
Skill development
and extension.

Exam 1 Realising
intentions through
to a developed
outcome.
Coursework
deadline.

Year 12

Narrative Project
creating stories
inspired by the work
of Paula Rego. Model
making, props and
figures. Performance
and photoshoot.

Figurative
observation
drawing and
painting, creating
depth and form.

Year 13

Students develop
individual themes
towards exam 1
coursework unit.

Exam 2, externally
set theme.
Students work on
individual projects
to extend and
develop skills,
techniques and
knowledge in art.
Young London
Artists exhibition to
showcase work.
Introduction to the
main themes of Art
History Exploring
Narrative themes
through lino-print
and collage.
Exam 2, externally
set theme.
Students work on
individual projects
to extend and
develop ideas.

Exam 2 Outcome
completed before
the Easter break.
Students realise
ideas and extend
skills fully.
Developing ideas
through the
Narrative theme.
Writing the Related
Study. Clay bust
modelling,
understanding
structure and form.
Exam 2
development and
depth in
independent work.

Exam 2 outcome.
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